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1 Introduction
The Sydney Metro & City Southwest project is a 30km-long new rail system from Chatswood to
Sydenham and includes a new crossing beneath Sydney Harbour, and new railway stations. The
scope includes Tunnels and Station Excavation Works (TSE) construction works associated with the
following stations, dives and shafts (Figure 1.1):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chatswood
Artarmon
Crows Nest
Victoria Cross (North Sydney)
Blues Point
Martin Place
Barangaroo
Pitt Street
Waterloo
Marrickville

The Project was approved by the Minster for Planning on 9 January 2017 subject to a number of
Conditions set out in Critical State Significant Infrastructure Sydney Metro & Southwest Chatswood
to Sydenham Infrastructure Approval (Application no. SSI 15_7400) (Project Planning Approval).
Tunnelling works will remove any historical archaeological remains that may be present at each of
the sites. Documentation for the project includes a Non-Aboriginal Impact Assessment (EIS
Technical Paper 4) and Sydney Metro Historical Archaeological Assessment and Research Design
Report (AARD), both prepared by Artefact Heritage. Minister’s Condition of Approval (CoA) E17
refers to the pre-excavation reporting requirements prior to construction:
The Archaeological Assessment Research Design Report (AARD) in the PIR must be
implemented. Final Archaeological Method Statements must be prepared in consultation
with the Heritage Council of NSW (or its delegate) before commencement of
archaeological excavation works. The final methodology must:
(a) provide for the detailed analysis of any heritage items discovered during the
investigations;
(b) include detailed site specific archaeological management and artefact management
strategies;
(c) include cored soil samples for soil and pollen for the Pitt Street site within the Tank
Stream Valley; and
(d) provide for a sieving strategy.
John Holland CPB Ghella Joint Venture (JHCPBG) is undertaking the TSE works and has
commissioned AMBS Ecology & Heritage (AMBS) to manage the heritage provisions for the project.
This Archaeological Method Statement has been prepared in accordance with Condition E17 for
the new station site at Crows Nest.

1.1

Crows Nest Station

The site for the new Crows Nest Station is located on the Pacific Highway, Crows Nest within the
North Sydney Local Government Area (LGA), approximately 5km to the north of the Sydney CBD.
The site is within an area bounded by the Pacific Highway, Clarke and Oxley Streets and Willoughby
Road. Hume Street runs through the site (Figure 1.2).
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There are no identified heritage items within the footprint of the station site and there are no
identified archaeological sites recorded on the LEP within the project footprint, nor within its
vicinity.

1.2

Sydney Metro Historical Archaeological Assessment and Research Design
Report

The Sydney Metro Historical Archaeological Assessment and Research Design Report (AARD)
prepared by Artefact Heritage (Artefact) assessment of significance of the archaeological potential
addresses the Crows Nest Station site in its entirety as the assessment against each criteria (sic) is
similar for all site code areas (2016b:81-82). The Statement of Archaeological Significance
contained in the AARD is:
Statement of Archaeological Significance
The study area has nil-low potential for archaeological remains associated with
Wollstonecraft and Berry’s estate phase of activity (1788-1880). Any remains would be
highly truncated and are unlikely to be legible or meet the significance threshold. Whilst
there may be more potential to encounter archaeological remains associated with late
1880s to early 1900s development, such remains are unlikely to be associated with
artefact bearing deposits, and would have little research value. Phase 2 and 3 remains
are unlikely to reach the significance threshold.
Table 1.1 Archaeological potential at the Crows Nest Station site (Artefact 2016b:82, Table 3-3).
Site
Code

All

Phase

All

Potential

Archaeological resource

Nil - Moderate
(varies through
site)

Ephemeral remains associated with early land grants
and rural activities. Archaeological remains associated
with residential and commercial development from
with c1890-early 1900. Potential for footings, former
path
and
yard
surfaces,
drainage
and
postholes/footings of former outbuildings.

Significance
Unlikely to
reach the
threshold for
local
significance

The AARD identifies low archaeological potential within the entire station footprint:
Low – moderate potential for late 19th to mid 20th century remains. Unlikely to reach
threshold for local significance.
The recommended management is to implement the Unexpected Heritage Finds Procedure
(2016:85).

1.3

Methodology & Authorship

This report is consistent with the principles and guidelines of the Burra Charter: The Australia
ICOMOS Charter for Places of Cultural Significance 2013. It has been prepared in accordance with
current best-practice guidelines as identified in the NSW Heritage Manual (1996), published by the
Heritage Office and Department of Urban Affairs and Planning (now the Heritage Division, Office
of Environment and Heritage), and associated supplementary publications in particular Assessing
Significance for Historical Archaeological Sites and ‘Relics’ (2009).
This Archaeological Method Statement (AMS) provides a review and amended response to the
detail design of the shaft further to the above assessment and research design (AARD). The AMS
provides methodologies to manage the historical archaeology and ensure compliance with
relevant Heritage Council guidelines and their submission on the EIS. In addition, this document
provides a response to the Minister’s CoAs E18, E19 and E20:
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E18 Before excavation of archaeological management sites, the Proponent must nominate a
suitably qualified Excavation Director who complies with the Heritage Council of NSW’s
Criteria for Assessment of Excavation Directors (July 2011) to oversee and advise on matters
associated with historic archaeology and advise the Department and OEH.
Where archaeological excavation is required, the Excavation Director must be present to
oversee excavation and advise on archaeological issues. The Excavation Director must be
given the authority to advise on the duration and extent of oversight required as informed
by the provisions of the approved AARD and Excavation Methodology.
A final archaeological report must be submitted to the Heritage Council of NSW within two
(2) years of the completion of archaeological excavation on the project. The report must
include information on the entire historical archaeological program relating to the CSSI.

Jennie Lindbergh and Kevin Hickson are the nominated Primary and Secondary Excavation
Directors for this project. They comply with the Heritage Council guidelines and were identified
in the Construction Heritage Management Plan (CHMP). Paragraph 3 identifies the need for a
final report which will be completed and submitted in accordance with this CoA two years after
the completion of the archaeological project.
E19 An Unexpected Heritage Finds Procedure must be prepared:
(a) to manage unexpected heritage finds in accordance with any guidelines and standards
prepared by the Heritage Council of NSW or OEH; and
(b) by a suitably qualified and experienced heritage specialist.
The procedure must be included in the AARD and must be implemented for the life of the
project.
E20 In the event that potential archaeological relic/s are discovered unexpectedly during
construction, which are not addressed in the relevant Archaeological Method Statement
prepared in accordance with Condition E17, all work must cease in the affected area and the
Excavation Director must be notified and attend the site to assess the find/s, identify their
significance and provide mitigation advice according to the assessed significance and the
impact proposed. If the relics are assessed as having local significance they will be managed
in accordance with the approved AARD, relevant Archaeological Method Statement prepared
in accordance with Condition E17 and Unexpected Finds Procedure required by Condition
E19.
The Secretary and the Heritage Council of NSW (or its delegate) must be notified of the
discovery of any unexpected Relic. In the event that the unexpected relic is identified as being
of State significance, the NSW Heritage Council must be notified in writing in accordance
with section 146 of the Heritage Act 1977. An Archaeological Relic Management Plan must
be prepared for the State Significant Relic in consultation with Heritage Council of NSW,
which must outline all feasible and reasonable measures to be implemented to avoid and/or
minimise harm to and/or salvage of the State Significant Relic.
Construction in the vicinity of the discovery must not recommence until the written approval
of the Excavation Director has been received. The proponent must notify the Secretary in
writing of the outcome of consultation with the Heritage Council of NSW (if required).

This AMS identifies an appropriate strategy for managing any significant archaeological resource
or relics at the Dive site.
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The report has been prepared by Jennie Lindbergh, AMBS Director Historic Heritage, with
assistance of Rebecca Staats, Research Assistant, and Caroline Plim, professional historian. Dr Mary
Casey, Director Casey & Lowe Pty Ltd reviewed this report for consistency and quality.

Figure 1.1 Project overview with Crows Nest circled (Sydney Metro Transport for NSW).
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Figure 1.2 Footprint of the new Crows Nest Station.
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2 Historic Context
2.1

Early Settlement of Crows Nest

European exploration of the North Shore followed settlement on the southern shore of Sydney
Cove. An expedition was led in April 1788 by Lieutenant Henry Ball and two marines. Ball described
the land as thickly wooded, and in 1792 Dawe recorded the area as being good looking land (Figure
2.1) (Artefact 2016b: 67). By 1820, the North Shore remained largely unsettled and thickly forested
with vegetation. Travel to, and around the area was primarily by boat and settlements were
confined to water frontages. There is no evidence of European settlement in the Crows Nest area
at this time (Artefact 2016b:67).
The land to the north of the harbour remained isolated to all but water transport with few roads
providing access beyond the coastal areas until around the mid-century. In 1845, Lane Cove Road
had been proclaimed in connexion with the road from Billy Blue’s point to St Leonards (Deputy
Surveyor-General Samuel Augustus Perry cited in Russell 1970:84). By 1852, the road, which was
66 feet wide, had been identified as a parish road and was seen as the logical extension of the
Great Northern Road with the Government taking responsibility for its upkeep (Figure 2.2) (Russell
1970:84-87). The road to Hornsby and Newcastle was surveyed in 1853. In 1890, the Lane Cove
Road was renamed Gordon Road and in 1931, it became the Pacific Highway.

Some good looking
Land here

Figure 2.1 A map of all those parts of the territory of New South Wales which have been seen by any person
belonging to the settlement established at Port Jackson by William Dawes, 1792 (National Library of
Australia MAP NK 2456/126 http://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-230635598).
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For Alteration of Alignment See N116 2550 R

Hume Street

Figure 2.2 Plan of the part of Lane Cove Road in the Municipality of St Leonards (from the southern
boundary of E Wollstonecraft’s 524 ac grant to the North Western boundary of the Municipality) to be
proclaimed in lieu of the same portion confirmed by the Government Gazette of the 17th June 1863 (Crown
Plan 1-1990 15Feb1868).

In 1821, Edward Wollstonecraft, a merchant and landowner and nephew to Mary Shelley, was
granted 2000 acres of Crown land by Governor Macquarie, of which 524 acres was located on the
north shore of the harbour stretching from Balls Head Cove to the ridge line, encompassing what
is now Wollstonecraft, St Leonards and Crows Nest. Wollstonecraft had arrived to Australia in 1819,
at the same time that his friend Alexander Berry also arrived. The two had become friends, forming
a business partnership, previously. In 1827, Berry married Wollstonecraft’s sister Elizabeth and
following the death of Wollstonecraft, Berry inherited his properties (Figure 2.3) (Perry 1966 and
Stephen 1967).
Following Elizabeth’s death in 1845, Berry built a new residence, Crows Nest House, almost a
kilometre to the south of the Cottage which was let to tenants (Artefact 2016b:68). Berry remained
in residence at Crows Nest House until his death on 17 September 1873, at which time the property
passed to his brother David(Perry 1966) (Figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.3 Detail from undated, though likely early- mid-nineteenth-century Parish of Willoughby, County
of Cumberland. The study area is within Crows Nest, outlined within Wollstonecraft’s 524 acres
(http://images.maps.nsw.gov.au/pixel.htm#14061301.jp2).

Figure 2.4 Sir John Hay in front of Crows Nest House in 1909 (Stanton Library Image LH REF PF521).
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2.2

Berry’s Estate Early Subdivision

The study area is within Block A of the Crow’s Nest Estate, which Alexander Berry transferred to
John Hay Esquire and Hon James Norton MLA, both of Sydney on August 16 1872 (Figure 2.5; LPI
Vol 144 Fol 103). At the time, the property was valued at £30,000. Following a series of property
transfers, the first auction sale notice appears for a new subdivision of Berry’s Estate on the east
side of Lane Cove Road in 1892. Although the first sale was of Lots 5 & 6 (now 509 Pacific Highway),
comprising 25 ½ perches, to Charles Albert Wilson, storekeeper of North Sydney, there is no
evidence that Wilson constructed any buildings on the site (DP2872 LPI, Vol 5805 Fol 190). The
land remained unoccupied until 1898 when Thomas J McFarlane is recorded as the owner/occupier
of a single-storey wood house with four rooms and an iron roof.
By release of the third subdivision on the west side of Crows Nest Road in 1893, there is a sparse
scatter of houses on the east side of the road comprising Sections 3 and 8, separated by Hume
Street, within which is the study area. The first house to be recorded in the Rates Assessment Books
within the study area is on Lot 24 of Section 3 in 1894 (now 495 Pacific Highway; Figure 2.6). The
house is a one-storey brick house with iron roof and five bedrooms, owned by Ernest Henstridge
and occupied by Charles Gormley. The house immediately adjacent at Lot 23 is the same
construction and size, also owned by Henstridge and occupied by Robert McDonald and is recorded
as present in 1894. The houses appear to be a semi-detached pair and are present on the 1895
Sydney Water Plan and the 1896 North Sydney Block Plan together with a sparse scatter of
additional houses (Figure 2.7). The house on Lot 13 of Section 8, within the study area, is recorded
in the Rate Assessments as a single storey brick house with three rooms owned and occupied by
William Carter and present in 1894. Carter continues to own and occupy the house, unchanged,
until at least 1902 (now 14 Clarke Street).
The additional houses, are outside the study area and are indicated as not for sale on 10 December
1897, when John Hay sells properties within his land, including within Sections 3 and 8 (lpi Vol 1237
Fol 141). It is however, worth noting that William Carter’s house on Lot 13 is not identified as
occupied in the Certificate of Title documentation or map (Figure 2.8).

Figure 2.5 Plan attached to the transfer of Block A from Alexander Berry to John Hay and James Norton.
The study area is within the red rectangle on Lane Cove Road north of the intersection with North
Sydney Road (now Willoughby Road) (LPI Crows Nest Vol 144 Fol 103).
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Section 8

Section 3

Figure 2.6 Hardy & Gorman Auction notice for Berry's Estate, Crows Nest No. 3 Subdivision of 1893. Note
that there is a house on Lot 24 of Section 3 within the study area (outlined) (http://nla.gov.au/nla.obj230389134).
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Figure 2.7 The 1895 North Sydney Detail Survey Plan, Sheet 87 (left, Sydney Water archives PWDS1544S1303) and 1896 North Sydney Block Plan Sheet No 87 (right, North Sydney Council
http://www.photosau.com.au/StantonMaps/scripts/home.asp). The plans are identical and the only
houses within the study area are arrowed.

Figure 2.8 Detail from the 1897 Plan attached to lpi Vol 1237 Fol 141. The Lots coloured yellow are
identified as occupied and not for sale; however, Lot 13, which is known to be occupied is not identified
(arrowed).
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2.3

Development into the Twentieth-century

Initial development of the local area was slow, perhaps in part due to the poor condition of the
roads, but in particular, likely due to the lack of waste disposal and reticulated water. John Hay
transferred a parcel of land at Crows Nest to the Minister of Public Works for the railway in 1891
(Figure 2.9). The North Shore Line from Hornsby to St Leonards opened in 1890, with the extension
to Milson’s Point opening in 1893. Improvements in transportation put increased pressure on the
provision of essential services. In 1888, the Upper Nepean Scheme was completed and by 1895, a
trunk main connected Potts Hill with a balance reservoir near Ryde Railway Station and on to the
water tanks on the south side of Mowbray Road, at Chatswood. Water from the Chatswood tanks
supplied the areas of Willoughby, North Sydney and Mosman (Aird 1961:67-68). However, waste
disposal was not provided until later. In 1901, the area south of Mowbray Road was connected to
the sewerage system, the South Willoughby Branch line), and following its completion, to the
Northern Suburbs Ocean Outfall Sewer (NSOOS; 1916-1933) (Aird 1961:157d). Although houses
shown on the Sydney Water and Block plans south of Hume Street are indicated as having
reticulated water, the houses to the north of Hume Street remained unconnected (see Figure 2.7
above).
However, the provision of water and sewerage from the end of the nineteenth and particularly
into the twentieth-century, proximity to the railway and improvements to the road seem to make
the area more attractive to settlement. Generally, as indicated in the Rate Assessment Books, the
Lots within Sections 3 and 8, and particularly within the study area were slow to be occupied,
remaining vacant until the early twentieth-century (see Appendix A and Figure 2.10 – Figure 2.13).
Until this time the only houses recorded within the footprint of the station are the house at 509
Pacific Highway, the semi-detached pair at 495 Pacific Highway and the house at 14 Clarke Street.
Completion of the Sydney Harbour Bridge in 1932, led to a general increase in development of the
North Shore. Throughout the 1930s to 1940s, the suburb of Crows Nest was largely residential,
with commercial development focussed around Falcon St, Willoughby Road and Crows Nest Road
(by this time the Pacific Highway), The Highway is populated by a number of businesses, including
a vehicle garage and produce market, constructed in 1939, on the corner with Hume St, and a
timber yard at the Oxley St corner in 1941 (Artefact 2016:73). The study area is however, only
partially developed. Lot 24 of Section 3 is vacant; however, the house at Lot 13, Section 8 may be
extant (Figure 2.14).
Following WWII, in 1958, the electric tram line along the Pacific Highway was decommissioned In
response to increased motor traffic in the post-war period. Development in the North Shore
increased throughout the 1960s due to cheaper land values, encouraging many corporations to
move their offices from the CBD (Artefact Heritage 2016: 75). It is at this time that many of the late
Victorian and Federation-era houses in Crows Nest close to the Pacific Highway were redeveloped
for commercial use. At present, the Crows Nest station site is a combination of retail premises, car
parks and office complexes; the majority of these date to the 1980s (Artefact Heritage 2016: 73).
There are a number, however, that are original 1930s and 1940s buildings which have been
converted to modern use.
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Figure 2.9 Plan for the transfer of 3 acres, 3 roods and 39 perches from John Hay to the Minister of Public
Works on 5 November 1891 (lpi Vol 1035 Fol 34).
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Figure 2.10 1901 Auction notice for the Berry's estate, North Sydney clearance sale of the Crows Nest
subdivisions. Note that unshaded lots only are for sale (http://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-230389465).
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Figure 2.11 1904 plan showing Lots for sale
unshaded (lpi Vol 1544 Fol 23 p2 plan 28 July
1904)

Figure 2.12 By 1910, there are fewer Lots for sale
(outlined in red; lpi 2047-42 p2 plan 29 March
1910)

Figure 2.13 Two images of Crows Nest in 1912. Above is the land to the west of Crows Nest Road (Part 1,
360-degree panorama, Crows Nest Junction). Below is a view of Crows Nest Road. The buildings circled
provide context as they are the same in each image (Part 2, 360-degree panorama, Crows Nest Junction)
(Stanton Library LH REF PF2173 and LH REF PF2174).
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Figure 2.14 The 1943 aerial with the project footprint overlain. The cottage on Lot 13 may the one shown
on the 1895 and 1896 plans (see Figure 2.7 above) (https://maps.six.nsw.gov.au/).
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3 Assessment of Archaeological Potential
3.1

Constructing Crows Nest Station

The proposed construction of the new Crows Nest Station comprises excavation of the station box;
220m long, 24m wide and 26-33m deep, and construction of associated temporary facilities (Figure
3.1). The first stage of works is to drive piles around the perimeter of the site footprint following
demolition of the standing structures to ground level (Figure 3.2). The extant slabs would be
removed following completion of piling. However, to facilitate the archaeological investigations,
the extant concrete slab and building foundations overlying the sites of the three early houses will
be removed prior to piling.

Figure 3.1 Plan of the Crows Nest Station site showing the extent of works associated with the station box.
AMBS Ecology & Heritage
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Figure 3.2 The stages in excavating the station box.
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3.2

Artefact Heritage Assessment of Archaeological Potential

The analysis of the archaeological potential within the footprint of the new Crows Nest station site
included in the AARD prepared by Artefact Heritage for the EIS is based on limited historical
research that includes a general history of early settlement of the area, noting that property sales
in the 1873 subdivision were slow. Buildings on the 1896 North Sydney Block Plan are noted, as
well as that While residential properties were constructed along the secondary streets of Crows
Nest, the street frontages on Lane Cove Road were earmarked for commercial development, and
were largely vacant until the 1930s (2016:66–72).
The assessment of archaeological potential includes consideration of previous archaeological
studies, which are noted to be outside the immediate vicinity of the study area, with the only
archaeological excavation being the underfloors at Greencliffe on the waterfront at Kirribilli by
Casey & Lowe in 1995, more than 3km to the south of the study area (2016:75-76).
The archaeological potential of the Crows Nest Station site is summarised in Table 3-2 and
illustrated in Figure 3-15 of the AARD.
Table 3.1 Summary of archaeological potential (Artefact 2016b:78-81).
Site
Code

CN1

Phase

1
(1788 – 1880)

2
(1880 – 1930)
3
(1930 – 1950)

4
(1950 – Present)

CN 2
CN 3

CN 4

4
(1950 – Present)
4
(1950 – Present)
1
(1788 – 1880)

2
(1880 – 1930)
3
(1930 – 1950)
4
(1950 – Present)

AMBS Ecology & Heritage

Likely Archaeological Remains
No documentary evidence of former structures located in this area.
Potential for tree boles, field drains, fence postholes, isolated artefact
scatters.
Former unsealed Lane Cove Road alignment through this area.
Potential for informal road surfaces such as gravel, with informal cut
drains and gullies.
No documentary evidence for built structures in this area. Potential
for informal land uses, fence postholes, drains, isolated artefacts.
Timber yard with storage area, outhouses and single storey office
building constructed in 1941 – 1942 on the north-western half of the
land parcel. Archaeological remains consisting of postholes, footing
(brick, stone or concrete), drains and services (ceramic and metal),
path or yard surfaces (cobbles, tiles, concrete, kerbing). No evidence
of any structures located on the southeastern half of the land parcel.
Construction of car park and office complex on this site after 1980.
Ground level of lot is least disturbed in the northern corner of the
site, where the ground surface level is at its lowest elevation.
Basement level cuts into the hill further to the south-east likely
removing earlier archaeological phases.
Present office structure basement car park likely removed all
archaeological remains of previous phases.
Construction of three-storey office building with underground car
park present on site after 1980.
No documentary evidence of former structures located in this area.
Potential for tree boles, field drains, fence postholes, isolated artefact
scatters.
Former unsealed Lane Cove Road alignment through this area.
Potential for informal road surfaces such as gravel, with informal cut
drains and gullies.

Potential

Nil-Low

Nil - Low
Moderate (in
northern
area of lot)
Nil - Low
elsewhere on
lot

Nil

Nil
Nil

Nil - Low

No documentary evidence for built structures in this area. Potential
for informal land uses, fence postholes, drains, isolated artefacts.

Nil – Low

Single storey commercial building constructed on southern area of lot
1939 – 1940.

Nil

Retention of 1939 – 1940 single storey commercial building at
southern area of land parcel; two-storey commercial building
constructed on rear of lot after 1950.

Nil
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Site
Code

CN5

Phase
1
(1788 – 1880)

2
(1880 – 1930)

3
(1930 – 1950)
4
(1950 – Present)

CN6

1
(1788 – 1880)

2
(1880 – 1930)
3
(1930 – 1950)
4
(1950 – Present)

CN7

1
(1788 – 1880)

2
(1880 – 1930)
3
(1930 – 1950)

4
(1950 – Present)
CN8

1
(1788 – 1880)
2
(1880 – 1930)
3
(1930 – 1950)
4
(1950 – Present)

CN9

4
(1950 – Present)

AMBS Ecology & Heritage

Likely Archaeological Remains
No documentary evidence of former structures located in this area.
Potential for tree boles, field drains, fence postholes, isolated artefact
scatters. Former unsealed Lane Cove Road alignment through this
area. Potential for informal road surfaces such as gravel, with
informal cut drains and gullies.
Late Victorian/Early Federation residential house constructed during
this period. Possible outbuildings (sheds, outhouses) postholes and
footings (brick or stone), path and yard surfaces, garden soils with
occasional artefacts.
Single storey brick vehicle garage constructed 1939 –1940. Potential
archaeological remains include former drains and services (ceramic
and metal), former surfaces and paths, artefactual evidence of
commercial activity.
Retention of single-storey former 1940s vehicle garage with minor
façade renovation and conversion to retail premises.
No documentary evidence of former structures located in this area.
Potential for tree boles, field drains, fence postholes, isolated artefact
scatters. Former unsealed Lane Cove Road alignment through this
area. Potential for informal road surfaces such as gravel, with
informal cut drains and gullies.

Potential

Nil - Low

Low
Moderate

Nil

Nil

Nil - Low

No documentary evidence for built structures in this area. Potential
for informal land uses, fence postholes, drains, isolated artefacts.

Nil - Low

Two-storey produce market constructed on site 1939– 1940.

Nil

Produce market building continued in use to present.

Nil

No documentary evidence of former structures located in this area.
Potential for tree boles, field drains, fence postholes, isolated artefact
scatters.
Former unsealed Lane Cove Road alignment through this area.
Potential for informal road surfaces such as gravel, with informal cut
drains and gullies.
Subdivision plans indicate that Hume Street was laid out as an
unsealed road at this time. Potential for localised informal road
surfacing such as gravel, with informal cut drains and gullies.
The road was sealed during this time. Likely installation of utility
services in this area. Potential for former ceramic and metal
drainage/water pipes,
former electricity conduits, former kerbing and drainage pits.
Bitumen road with utility services. Potential for former ceramic and
metal drainage/water pipes, former electricity conduits, former
kerbing and drainage pits.
Area located in the Wollstonecraft/Berry estate from 1821. No
documentary evidence of former structures located in this area.
Former unsealed Lane Cove Road alignment through this area.
Late Victorian/Early Federation residential house constructed during
this period. Possible outbuildings (sheds, outhouses) footings, former
services, yard Services.
No documentary evidence for built structures in this area. Potential
for informal land uses, fence postholes, drains, isolated artefacts.
Australia Post Office constructed on this lot during the 1950s. Post
Office is excavated into sloping ground to the south and east of the
lot; only the northern corner of the site has not been significantly
ground disturbed by the construction of this building.
Construction of a single storey commercial building after 1980. This
site was recently (2015) redeveloped which caused significant
subsurface impacts.

-

Nil – Low

Nil - Low

Nil

Nil

Nil - Low

Moderate

Nil - Low

Nil

Nil
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Site
Code

CN10

Phase

1
(1788 – 1880)

2
(1880 – 1930)
3
(1930 – 1950)
4
(1950 – Present)
CN11

1
(1788 – 1880)
2
(1880 – 1930)
3
(1930 – 1950)
4
(1950 – Present)

CN12

4
(1950 – Present)

AMBS Ecology & Heritage

Likely Archaeological Remains

Potential

No documentary evidence of former structures located in this area.
Potential for tree boles, field drains, fence postholes, isolated artefact
scatters.
Former unsealed Lane Cove Road alignment through this area.
Potential for informal road surfaces such as gravel, with informal cut
drains and gullies.

Nil - Low

No documentary evidence for built structures in this area. Potential
for informal land uses, fence postholes, drains, isolated artefacts.

Nil - Low

Single storey commercial building constructed on this lot in 1940.
Potential for archaeological remains of former drains and services
(ceramic and metal), surfaces and paths, former internal structural
remains (posts/footings).

Moderate

Construction of a two-storey commercial building after 1990.

Nil

Subdivision plans indicate that Clarke Lane was laid out as an
unsealed road at this time. Potential for localised informal road
surfacing such as gravel, with informal cut drains and gullies.
Subdivision plans indicate that Clarke Lane was laid out as an
unsealed road at this time. Potential for localised informal road
surfacing such as gravel, with informal cut drains and gullies.
Clarke Lane was sealed at this time. Installation of stormwater drains
also occurred at this time.

Nil - Low

Nil
Nil

Concrete – bitumen road surface with utility services.

Nil

Construction of vehicle garage on site after 1980. This vehicle garage
has been excavated up to a metre below street level, likely disturbing
any earlier archaeological resources.

Nil
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Figure 3.3 Figure 3-15 of the AARD identifying the areas of archaeological potential and significance
(2016:84).
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3.3

AMBS Updated Analysis of Archaeological Potential

The archaeological remains of any site are finite, but have the potential to provide insights into
everyday life that are not available from any other source. Construction of the new Crows Nest
Station includes extensive excavations that will remove all potential archaeological remains within
the construction footprint. The additional historical research demonstrates the extent of survival
of physical remains with an ability to provide information that is not available from other sources
regarding the early urban development of Crows Nest. The archaeological resource may provide
evidence that will enhance the historical record and as such, make a contribution to an
understanding of the history and settlement of a local region. The following considers the
archaeological potential of the new station site.
3.3.1

Integrity & Research Potential of the Resource

The motivation for urban development of the Crows Nest area, and of the new station site, was
largely dependent on the provision of services. The North Shore Line from Milson’s Point reached
St Leonards in 1893, at which time Lane Cove Road had been formed and was renamed Gordon
Road, making the local area more accessible to development. However, it was not until the earlymid 1890s that the area was successfully subdivided; albeit settlement was slow. The slow take-up
may have been due to the late reticulation of water in 1895, and that the area was not sewered
until 1901.
The earliest houses within the station footprint comprise a house on Lots 5 & 6 (CN2 built in 1898),
house on Lot 13 (CN12), both in Section 8, and the semi-detached pair of two houses on Lot 24 of
Section 3 (CN8) (Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.3 above). The late arrival of a sewerage system is indicated
in the 1895 and 1896 plans, which show buildings with cesspits. In many instances, cesspits can
contain a wide variety of artefacts which have fallen in by accident, or dumped as a means of
discarding unwanted or damaged household objects. Although, it is rare that housing constructed
after c.1870 has occupation material beneath floors because of the introduction of tongue-andgroove floor boards, this is not always the case. As demonstrated by archaeological excavations of
a terrace row of three houses at 20–24 Ultimo Road, Ultimo, a late construction does not always
preclude underfloor occupation deposits. The terrace row had been built in 1874, by which time
underfloor deposits should not have been present; however, this proved not to be the case. A
surprising quantity of artefacts were recovered, particularly from the back rooms where discrete
activity areas across the rooms could be identified (Australian Museum Consulting 2015a:67).
The early houses within the project footprint should be representative of housing throughout
Sections 3 and 8 and of the local area in general. As indicated in the 1943 aerial, some houses
dating to the beginning of the twentieth-century were not demolished until the post-WWII period
after which, the Crows Nest Station site is occupied by one- two- and three-storey commercial
premises (compare Figure 3.5 with Figure 2.14 above). Artefact has identified that the locations of
the house at 509 Pacific Highway (CN2) is unlikely to have survived the construction of a building
with basement carpark. Also, that the three houses, CN8 and CN12, have been disturbed by the
Australia Post and Beaurepairs buildings, which may have included some levelling in preparation
for construction. However, neither building is known to have a basement, the extent of site
preparation is unknown, and as such, the integrity of any underlying archaeological remains is
uncertain.
The archaeological potential of late-nineteenth-century housing rarely reaches the threshold for
local or State significance. By the 1870s, housing in urban areas has been connected to water and
waste disposal services, and tongue-and-groove flooring has been introduced with the result that
wells or cisterns, cesspits and underfloor occupation deposits will be absent. However, the lack of
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archaeological excavations within the local area, noted by Artefact, indicates that the substantial
archaeological resource may have research potential.
If present, intact cesspits, wells/cisterns, underfloor occupation deposits and any associated
rubbish pits would have the potential to contain artefacts that, following analysis, could provide
an insight into the early European settlement and occupation of the Crows Nest area. In addition,
palynological analysis of the contents of cesspits would provide information regarding diet. Tree
felling or burning, as part of the site preparation before construction of houses, may be evident
visually, but could also be evident through palynological analysis. Such evidence would give an
insight into the local natural environment. The location of the houses, outside the primary urban
areas indicates that any archaeological remains that may be present would have an ability to
contribute information to an understanding of the distribution pattern of artefacts and the
mechanisms of later nineteenth-century daily life in a relatively isolated environment that is not
available from any other source.
Information concerning early settlement patterns, the survival mechanisms of isolated rural
communities and the availability of goods beyond urban centres are major research questions
relating to the history of the local and wider communities. Information gained from the
archaeological resource of the three house sites has the potential to make a contribution to an
understanding of early settlement patterns in the Crows Nest area. Personal items, trade goods
and tools associated with rural living have the potential to contribute to an understanding of
domestic practices of isolated rural communities, which could be evaluated and compared with
artefact assemblages from similar early urban sites within the primary urban environments.
As such, if present, the archaeological resource would have moderate research potential (Figure
3.6).
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Section 8, Lot 13
CN12

Section 8, Lots 5 & 6
CN2

Section 3, Lot 24
CN8

Figure 3.4 The 1896 North Sydney Block plan with cesspits circled and of which only two are within the
project footprint. The building on Lot 24 is a pair of semi-detached houses dated to 1894.
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Figure 3.5 Aerial photograph showing the buildings occupying the Crows Nest Station site
(https://maps.six.nsw.gov.au/).
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Lot 13 of Section 8
14 Clarke Street

Lot 24 of Section 3
495 Pacific Highway

Figure 3.6 Detail of the 1896 North Sydney Block plan with the areas of archaeological sensitivity shaded
blue; the house at 14 Clarke Street and two semi-detached houses at 495 Pacific Highway.
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4 Assessment of Archaeological Significance
4.1

AMBS Updated Assessment of Archaeological Significance

Although the AARD has determined that any archaeological resource associated with the late
1800s and early 1900s would be unlikely to yield artefacts and thus have little research value, the
additional research undertaken for this report indicates that there is potential for intact
archaeological relics and features, which could provide an insight into early settlement of the local
area. Archaeological remains can provide information regarding the daily and working life of a local
area or a specific site that may not be available from other sources. As indicated in the histories
contained in the AARD and this report, little is known of the early pattern of settlement and
associated activities in the Crows Nest area and as such any archaeological remains that are
recovered would make a contribution to an understanding of the local area and have been
identified as having moderate research potential. The following assessment of the significance of
the archaeological resource associated with the three 1894 houses at Section 3, Lot 24 (CN12) and
Section 8, Lot 13 (CN8) that may be present is informed by the additional historical research
contained in this report.
Criterion (a) an item is important in the course, or pattern, of NSW’s cultural or natural history (or
the local area);
If present with good integrity, the archaeological remains associated with the three 1894 houses
would provide information regarding the early urban development of the Crows Nest area. The
archaeological evidence would provide information regarding the provision of essential services;
water and sewerage, and responses to the local environment prior to the provision of these
services.

The archaeological resource associated with the three early houses has the potential to
demonstrate the past and would have local significance.
Criterion (b) an item has strong or special association with the life or works of a person, or group of
persons, of importance in NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the local area);
There is no evidence to indicate that the archaeological resource within the footprint of the Crows
Nest station site has an association with historically important individuals, events or groups.
The threshold for significance against this criterion has not been met.
Criterion (c) an item is important in demonstrating aesthetic characteristics and/or a high degree of
creative or technical achievement in NSW (or the local area);
It is unlikely that archaeological remains would have a high degree of creative of technical
achievement.

The threshold for significance against this criterion has not been met.
Criterion (d) an item has strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group
in NSW for social, cultural or spiritual reasons (or the local area);
While no consultation has been undertaken with the local community in relation to the values of
the archaeology, it is acknowledged that local communities are interested in the archaeology of
their community and its development. It is possible that if substantial and intact archaeology is
found it may have value to the local community or specific community groups.
Criterion (e) an item has potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of
NSW’s cultural or natural history (or the local area);
The archaeological resource that may be present within the footprint of the new Crows Nest
Station site has moderate research potential. If present with good integrity, the resource has the
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potential to contribute to an understanding of distribution patterns and assemblages of artefacts,
which includes the contents of cesspits and possibly wells/cisterns which could provide
information regarding diet and the artefacts of everyday life. Personal items, trade goods and tools
associated with rural living have the potential to contribute to an understanding of the domestic
practices of isolated rural/fringe communities, which could be evaluated and compared with
artefact assemblages from similar early urban sites within the primary urban environments.
Comparison between a number of house sites from the one locality may provide a good baseline
for research into surrounding areas.
The research potential of archaeological resource with good integrity would has local significance.
Criterion (f) an item possesses uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of NSW’s cultural or natural
history (or the local area); and
Criterion (g) an item is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of NSW’s
cultural or natural places or cultural or natural environments (or the local area).

As the archaeology of this site dates to the mid-1890s the archaeology is not considered to be rare
or endangered. If substantial remains survive they may be found to be representative of the
development of the local area.
The archaeology of this site may be found to have local significance.

4.2

Statement of Archaeological Significance

The archaeological resource associated with the three early houses within the footprint of the new
Crows Nest Station site has the potential to demonstrate the past by making a contribution to an
understanding of the mechanisms of daily life in a relatively isolated environment that is not
available from any other source. The archaeological evidence would provide information regarding
the provision of essential services; water and sewerage, and responses to the local environment
prior to the provision of services. The archaeological resource would include the contents of
cesspits and possibly wells/cisterns which could provide information regarding diet, personal
items, trade goods and tools associated with the everyday life of an early urban community. The
archaeological remains have the potential to contribute to an understanding of the domestic
practices of isolated rural/fringe communities, which could be evaluated and compared with
artefact assemblages from similar early urban sites within the primary urban environments.
Comparison between a number of house sites from the one locality may provide a good baseline
for research into surrounding areas.
The archaeological resource associated with the early houses within the footprint of the new Crows
Nest Station site has the potential to have local significance.
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5 Archaeological Method Statement
Archaeological evidence can enhance the historical record and as such make a contribution to an
understanding of the history and settlement of a local region. As identified in this report, the
archaeological resource associated with the three early houses within the project footprint, if
present with good integrity, have moderate-high research potential and local significance. In view
of the substantial costs involved in archaeological excavation of a site, the research design should
be problem-oriented; however, allowance should always be made for new questions to respond
to unexpected archaeological evidence. Archaeological research questions provide a framework
for an archaeological investigation and for the analysis of the results of the excavation and artefacts
recovered during excavations. This assessment differs to that proposed by Artefact Heritage who
did not propose any research questions for the Crows Nest Station site in the AARD.

5.1

AMBS Research Questions

To ensure that the research potential and significance is realised, archaeological investigations
should aim to address substantive research themes. The following research questions would form
the foundation of the archaeological investigations within the footprint of the new Crows Nest
Station site. These will be developed into an Archaeological Research Framework to inform all
historical archaeological projects being undertaken within the Sydney Metro tunnelling projects by
AMBS and Casey & Lowe Pty Ltd, which will be updated as the project progresses. This assists with
ensuring that the Sydney Metro archaeological program has substantive research outcomes.
Relevant research question to this site are:
Landscape & Environmental Archaeology
•

Is there surviving evidence of the early local environment, such as early soils and fossil
pollens? Is there surviving evidence of early land-use practices and what can this evidence
tell us about the modification of the original landscape after European settlement?

Residential Housing and Material Culture
•

What can the construction techniques, size and layout of the three early houses tell us
regarding areas of activity and use? What insights are provided in the locations and
associations of out-buildings, cesspits and other features?

•

Are there intact domestic deposits and what can these tell us about early settlement
patterns, the survival mechanisms of an early urban community and the availability of
goods beyond the primary urban centres? What are the patterns of subsistence and selfreliance and how do they inform us about this environment and their adaptation to it?

•

What can the contents of wells, rubbish and/or cesspits tell us about the daily lives and
domestic practices of this relatively isolated rural community, which could be evaluated
and compared with artefact assemblages from similar sites within primary urban
environments, that may not be available from other sources?

•

What can the artefacts tell us about the minutiae of everyday life for the people working
and living within this relatively isolated early urban environment?

The above questions should allow for responding to larger research themes relating to:
consumerism, material culture, urbanisation, and personal and social identity. The research
questions will inform the procedure for recording the archaeological resource uncovered during
excavation, the recovery and storage of artefacts and provide a framework for the excavation. In
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addition, new questions are likely to arise during excavation and / or during the post-excavation
analysis, which may provide additional insights into different aspects of the site that may not have
been previously considered.

5.2 Archaeological Management
The day-to-day management of the archaeological excavations of the three early cottages will be
undertaken by Secondary Excavation Director, Kevin Hickson. Primary Excavation Director, Jennie
Lindbergh, will attend the site on a regular basis to consult with the Secondary Excavation Director,
and to provide advice regarding the strategy for the archaeological resource.
The archaeological investigations program will comprise:
• Testing and monitoring slab and overburden removal to determine the extent, integrity
and potential significance of the underlying archaeology (Section 5.2.2).
• If archaeological remains are present with good integrity open area salvage excavation
would proceed (Section 5.2.3).
The significance and research potential of the archaeological resource associated with the house
at Lot 13 of Section 8; 14 Clarke Street, and two houses at Lot 24 of Section 3; 495 Pacific Highway
and their location within the footprint of the excavated station box means that these buildings will
be excavated using a mixture of mechanical and manual techniques. will be investigated (Figure
3.6). The following methodology addresses all potential instances where archaeological
investigations will be required within this site.
5.2.1

Heritage Induction

AMBS will prepare a document that addresses the project scope, identifying the sensitivities of the
site and the relevant heritage requirements of the project and will be presented to all on-site
personnel. The induction will be approved by the Primary Excavation Director (ED) and presented
by the Secondary Excavation Director (ED). The induction/toolbox will include an illustrated easy
to understand hard copy, which will include:
• Understanding the heritage significance of the anticipated archaeological resource,
• including
• Repercussions of any breaches to the approved archaeological strategy
• Understanding the unexpected finds procedures
• The nature of the archaeological resource
• Maps showing location of anticipated archaeological features
• Photographs of the types of anticipated archaeological features
Additional toolbox meetings will be given each day, as required, to provide an overview and
management of the anticipated archaeological resource for that day and in the event of
unanticipated relics or features being exposed.
5.2.2

Archaeological Testing & Monitoring

Prior to the piling program, mechanical removal of the extant concrete slab and wall foundations
will be monitored by the Secondary ED. The archaeological monitoring will be undertaken in those
areas predicted to contain archaeology to verify the presence of an archaeological resource with
good integrity and significance.
If there are no underlying archaeological relics, features of deposits in either of the two areas under
investigation, the Primary ED will attend the site to verify and a Clearance Certificate will be
prepared by the Primary ED to inform the project team and Proponent in writing.
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There is potential that unexpected relics may be exposed during site works, which will be
addressed by the Primary ED (see Section 5.3 below).
Where a significant archaeological resource with good integrity is exposed open area excavation
will proceed following removal of the overburden and once the area has been made safe.
5.2.3

Open Area Salvage Excavation

Open area excavation will proceed once the two locations of the three cottages with intact
archaeological remains have been made safe. Excavations will be directed by the Secondary ED,
Kevin Hickson, in consultation with the Primary ED, Jennie Lindbergh. Kevin will manage a team of
six to ten archaeologists. Excavation will be in accordance with the following methodology to
ensure that all significant archaeological relics, features and deposits are appropriately managed
and recorded:
• Establish a site datum and lay out a grid, relevant to the size of the site; 10m, 20m or 50m,
across the site in order to record the levels of extant deposits, features and relics
• Significant features will be recorded in detail and excavated manually under the
supervision of the excavation director:
- All underfloor areas will be excavated within a 500mm grid, using 50mm spits, and
wet sieved;
- Cesspits and rubbish pits will be excavated along tip lines (if identifiable);
• All significant archaeological deposits, features and relics that are exposed during the
excavations will be recorded in accordance with heritage best practice standards.
Recording will include:
- Cleaning features to facilitate photographic recording;
- Scale plans;
- Elevations of features, if relevant;
- Digital photographs (in JPG and RAW format); and
- Photogrammetry
- Site survey; and
- Detailed description of the feature, deposit or relic to ensure that a clear and
comprehensive record of the archaeological resource of the site is preserved for
the future.
• Sequential numbering of features and deposits to facilitate preparation of a Harris Matrix
and artefact labelling;
• Preparation and development of a Harris matrix, to show stratigraphic relationships
between all recorded archaeological features and deposits;
• All information regarding the location, dimensions and characteristics of all recorded
archaeological features and deposits will be recorded on pro-forma context sheets;
• Collection of all significant artefacts for analysis, except from non-significant unstratified
fill. Samples of bricks and mortar will be collected from each structure , as relevant;
Soil samples will be taken for all topsoil and other relevant deposits for analysis by a palynologist.
The results of the analysis should provide an insight into the food growing practices and diet,
farming and vegetable crops, and the indigenous flora of the locality.
Artefacts will be cleaned, bagged, labelled in accordance with the archaeological context, and
appropriately stored for analysis so that any information that can contribute to the understanding
of the site and its historical development is not lost. Artefact processing and analysis will be in
accordance with the Casey & Lowe system, developed over many years of excavation and analysis,
and all artefacts will be entered into the Casey & Lowe database. The database for each site will
be included in the Excavation Report for that site.
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A Clearance Certificate will be issued by the Historic Excavation Director for each site requiring
archaeological testing or excavation and recording after investigations are completed at that
particular location.
At completion of the archaeological investigation program a report will be prepared detailing the
results of the fieldwork and post-excavation analysis. The report will be prepared in accordance
with current heritage best practice and the requirements of a standard excavation permit.

5.3 Unexpected Heritage Finds
As identified in this report only four houses were built in Sections 3 and 8 within the footprint of
the Crows Nest Station site before the end of the nineteenth-century. Of these, physical remains
of the pair of semi-detached houses on Lot 24 of Section 3 (now 495 Pacific Highway) and the house
on Lot 13 of Section 8 (now 14 Clarke Street) may have survived with good integrity. The house on
Lots 5 & 6 of Section 3 (now 509 Pacific Highway) is unlikely to have survived the construction of a
basement carpark.
However, there is potential that physical evidence associated with the early occupation of the local
area may be present, but not recorded on maps or in early documents; unexpected heritage finds.
The unexpected heritage find is may include, but not be limited to:
- Artefacts derived from housing that has been scattered across the site during the
processes of demolition and building during the twentieth-century.
- Rubbish pits containing waste and discarded artefacts disposed of away from housing
- Evidence of early farming activities such as plough lines.
- Some remains of early road surfaces with Hume Street and along the edge of the Pacific
Highway, which may include Telford road surfaces or a hardened clay surface with wheel
ruts.
Work will cease within the immediate environment of the find and the Primary ED, Jennie
Lindbergh will attend the site to determine its integrity and significance and to determine the
appropriate management for the find. If of heritage significance, the Secretary and the Heritage
Council will be informed, in accordance with Section 146. The Excavation Director will provide
written confirmation of the relics local significance and management and work will proceed.
The late date of urban development of the local area indicates that it is unlikely that State
significant archaeological relics will be discovered unexpectedly; however, if the unexpected find
does prove to be identified as State significant, an Archaeological Relic Management Plan will be
prepared.
Following completion of the appropriate management of the unexpected heritage find, the
Primary ED will provide written advice that all archaeological investigations within an area have
been completed and issue a Clearance Certificate to allow works to commence or resume.

5.4

Archaeological Relics Management Plan

In accordance with Condition E20, an Archaeological Relics Management Plan will be prepared, in
consultation with the Heritage Council, if the unexpected heritage find is assessed by the Primary
ED, Jennie Lindbergh, as having State significance.
State significant archaeological relics and features will generally, though not always, provide
evidence of the beginnings of European settlement in a particular area. The earliest colonial
settlements were established on the Cumberland Plain at Sydney, Parramatta and Windsor (Green
Hills), with early grants also at Prospect Hill and along the Hawkesbury River near South Creek
(Heritage Branch 2009:19). Evidence of early colonial land management and occupation contribute
AMBS Ecology & Heritage
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to and enhance an understanding of the development and growth of the colony. The evidence may
include, but not be limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Evidence of the pre-settlement environment.
Evidence of early land management practices.
Evidence of early landscape modifications including land clearance practices (Figure 5.1).
Agricultural practices and plantings.
Evidence of early housing and associated cesspits/ wells/ cisterns/ rubbish pits/
outbuildings.
Information regarding construction techniques of the settlement/farm/house.
Artefact assemblages that provide an insight into daily life, conditions, tools of trade and
mechanisms of exchange.
Early burials.

Should unexpected State significant archaeological relics or features be identified, work would
cease in the vicinity and the Heritage Council of NSW and the Secretary would be informed in
writing concerning the find. The Primary ED would consult with the Heritage Council to determine
the appropriate management for the find. This may include manual excavation to determine the
full extent of the find and recorded in accordance with the methodology identified in Section 5.2.3
above.
The Primary ED will provide the Heritage Council and the Secretary, with a brief summary of the
investigations on completion and application of the relic/feature to the relevant research themes
and questions.
Following completion of the appropriate management of the State significant archaeological relic,
the Primary ED will provide written advice that all archaeological investigations within an area have
been completed and issue a Clearance Certificate to allow works to commence or resume.

Figure 5.1 Evidence of land clearance in the form of burning-off trees. The burnt pattern of the roots was
below an early nineteenth-century public house, over which terrace housing had been built in the 1860s
(AM Consulting 2015b:25, Figure 3.5).
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Appendix A
Rates Assessments information for properties within the Crows Nest
Station footprint
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Table A.1 North Sydney Council Rates books occupation of properties in Section 3.
Year
1893

1894

1895

1896

1897

1898

1899

1900

475
Land - See 1893 Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
343. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).
343. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).
343. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).
339. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).
337. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).
324. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).
327. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).
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473
Land - See 1893 Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
344. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Owners
Hay, John Hay and Norton,
H. J. (trustees).
344. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Hay,
Owners Hay, John and
Norton, H. J. (trustees).
344. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Hay,
Owners Hay, John and
Norton, H. J. (trustees).
340. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Hay,
Owners Hay, John and
Norton, H. J. (trustees).
338. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Hay,
Owners Hay, John and
Norton, H. J. (trustees).

324. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Owners
Hay, John and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).
327. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Hay, John
Hay and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).

477

479-91

493

495

Land - See 1893 Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
345. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).
345. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).
345. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).
341. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).
339. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).

Land - See 1893 Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.

Land - See 1893 Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan.

Land - See 1893 Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan.

346. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Owners
Hay, John Hay and Norton, H.
J. (trustees).

347. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by Robert McDonald.

348. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by Charles Gormley

346. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Owners
Hay, John Hay and Norton, H.
J. (trustees).

347. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.

348. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by Charles Gormley

346. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Owners
Hay, John Hay and Norton, H.
J. (trustees).

347. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by James O’Hara

348. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by Charles Gormley

342. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Owners
Hay, John Hay and Norton, H.
J. (trustees).

344. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by James O’Hara

345. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by Charles Gormley.

340. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Owners
Hay, John Hay and Norton, H.
J. (trustees).

341. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick & iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by James O’Hara

342. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick & iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by Charles Gormley,
constable.

324. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Hay, John Hay and
Norton, H. J. (trustees).

324. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Owners
Hay, John Hay and Norton, H.
J. (trustees).

325. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick & iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by James O’Hara

326. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick & iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by Charles Gormley,
constable.

327. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).

327. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Owners
Hay, John Hay and Norton, H.
J. (trustees).

328. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick & iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by Wallace, Albert.

329. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick & iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by Charles Gormley,
constable.
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Year

475

1901

328. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).

1902

348. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John and
Norton, H. J. (trustees).
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328. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Owners
Hay, John and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).
348. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Owners
Hay, John and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).

477

479-91

493

495

328. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).

328. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Owners
Hay, John Hay and Norton, H.
J. (trustees).

329. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by O’Hara, James, printer

330. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by Charles Gormley,
constable.

348. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John and
Norton, H. J. (trustees).

348. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Owners
Hay, John and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).

349. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by O’Hara, James, printer.

350. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by Charles Gormley,
constable.
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Table A.2 North Sydney Council Rates books occupation of properties in Section 8.
Year
1893

1894

1895

1896

1897

1898

1899

1900

475
Land - See 1893 Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
343. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).
343. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).
343. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).
339. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).
337. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).
324. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).
327. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).
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Land - See 1893 Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
344. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Owners
Hay, John Hay and Norton,
H. J. (trustees).
344. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Hay,
Owners Hay, John and
Norton, H. J. (trustees).
344. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Hay,
Owners Hay, John and
Norton, H. J. (trustees).
340. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Hay,
Owners Hay, John and
Norton, H. J. (trustees).
338. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Hay,
Owners Hay, John and
Norton, H. J. (trustees).

324. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Owners
Hay, John and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).
327. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Hay, John
Hay and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).

477

479-91

493

495

Land - See 1893 Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
345. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).
345. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).
345. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).
341. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).
339. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).

Land - See 1893 Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.

Land - See 1893 Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan.

Land - See 1893 Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan.

346. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Owners
Hay, John Hay and Norton, H.
J. (trustees).

347. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by Robert McDonald.

348. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by Charles Gormley

346. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Owners
Hay, John Hay and Norton, H.
J. (trustees).

347. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.

348. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by Charles Gormley

346. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Owners
Hay, John Hay and Norton, H.
J. (trustees).

347. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by James O’Hara

348. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by Charles Gormley

342. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Owners
Hay, John Hay and Norton, H.
J. (trustees).

344. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by James O’Hara

345. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by Charles Gormley.

340. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Owners
Hay, John Hay and Norton, H.
J. (trustees).

341. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick & iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by James O’Hara

342. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick & iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by Charles Gormley,
constable.

324. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Hay, John Hay and
Norton, H. J. (trustees).

324. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Owners
Hay, John Hay and Norton, H.
J. (trustees).

325. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick & iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by James O’Hara

326. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick & iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by Charles Gormley,
constable.

327. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).

327. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Owners
Hay, John Hay and Norton, H.
J. (trustees).

328. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick & iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by Wallace, Albert.

329. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick & iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by Charles Gormley,
constable.
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Year

475

1901

328. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).

1902

348. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John and
Norton, H. J. (trustees).
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328. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Owners
Hay, John and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).
348. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Owners
Hay, John and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).

477

479-91

493

495

328. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John Hay
and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).

328. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Owners
Hay, John Hay and Norton, H.
J. (trustees).

329. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by O’Hara, James, printer

330. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by Charles Gormley,
constable.

348. Land - Berry’s
Estate Subdivision plan.
Owners Hay, John and
Norton, H. J. (trustees).

348. Land - Berry’s Estate
Subdivision plan. Owners
Hay, John and Norton, H. J.
(trustees).

349. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by O’Hara, James, printer.

350. Owner Ernest Henstridge. House
(brick iron) 1 storey 5 bedrooms.
Occupied by Charles Gormley,
constable.
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File No: SF17/51245
Ref No: DOC17/506444; DOC17/506440
DOC17/506442; DOC17/506441

Dr Caitlin Richards
Approvals, Environment and Sustainability Manager
Tunnel and Station Excavation Works
Sydney Metro City & Southwest
140 Sussex Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Sent by email to: Caitlin.Richards@sydneymetro2.com.au

Dear Dr Richards
RE: SSI 15_7400 – Sydney Metro – City & Southwest (Chatswood Sydenham) – Tunnel and
Station Excavation Works (TSE) – Archaeological Method Statements under Condition E17
of the Approval – 4 Documents (Chatswood, Crows Nest, Marrickville, Victoria Cross)

Reference is made to the following documents provided to the Heritage Division at a meeting on
11 October 2017:






Sydney Metro, City & Southwest Archaeological Method Statement for Chatswood Dive
Prepared by AMBS Ecology & Heritage for John Holland CPB Ghella Joint Venture
Final Draft October 2017, AMBS Reference: 16314 (DOC17/506440);
Sydney Metro, City & Southwest Archaeological Method Statement for Crows Nest Station
Prepared by AMBS Ecology & Heritage for John Holland CPB Ghella Joint Venture
Final Draft October 2017, AMBS Reference: 16314 (DOC17/506441);
Sydney Metro, City & Southwest Archaeological Method Statement for the Marrickville Dive
Site Prepared by AMBS Ecology & Heritage for John Holland CPB Ghella Joint Venture
Final Draft October 2017, AMBS Reference: 16314 (DOC17/506442);
Sydney Metro, City & Southwest Archaeological Method Statement for Victoria Cross
Station Prepared by AMBS Ecology & Heritage for John Holland CPB Ghella Joint Venture
Final Draft October 2017, AMBS Reference: 16314 (DOC17/506444).

It is noted that the Archaeological Method Statements (AMS) are required under Condition E17 of
the CSSI Approval for the Sydney Metro Project and that the Final Archaeological Method
Statements must be prepared in consultation with the Heritage Council of NSW (or its delegate)
before commencement of archaeological excavation works. The Heritage Division of OEH also
understands that archaeological works have been approved by the Department of Planning &
Environment to take place as ‘low-impact’ early works ahead of construction works for the project.
Earlier project documents prepared as part of the assessment and incorporated into the Project
Approval included a Non-Aboriginal Impact Assessment (EIS Technical Paper 4, 2016) and Sydney
Metro Historical Archaeological Assessment and Research Design Report (AARD) prepared by
Artefact Heritage (2016).
The more recent AMS documents also note and partially address further Conditions of Approval:
E19 which requires an Unexpected Heritage Finds Procedure and E20 which calls for preparation
of an Archaeological Relic Management Plan in consultation with Heritage Council of NSW, in the
event that unexpected State Significant ‘relics’ are found.

Chatswood Dive Site
For Chatswood the AARD report assessed there was a limited potential (low-moderate) for
archaeological remains of Local significance to be present and that such remains could be
addressed by a combination of strategies including testing, salvage and Unexpected Finds
procedures.
The AMBS AMS report (2017) has completed additional research and concluded that the
Chatswood Dive site has the potential to contain archaeological remains with good integrity and
moderate research potential. The archaeological resource associated with the Chatswood Dive
site, if present with good integrity, would have local significance.
Suitable research questions have been proposed and the proposed program would include Testing
and monitoring slab and overburden removal followed by open area salvage excavation if intact
remains are present. Day to day management would be undertaken by Secondary Excavation
Director, Kevin Hickson. A Clearance Certificate would be issued by the Historic Primary
Excavation Director (Jennie Lindbergh) for each site after investigations are completed at that
particular location.
The AMS for Chatswood Dive Site is considered generally appropriate, although it is noted that if
the Heritage Act 1977 applied to the archaeological work, the nominated Primary Excavation
Director would be expected to be present at the site and undertaking the work.
It is noted that Figure 2.2 of the AMS has incorrectly positioned the construction site/study area.
Crows Nest Station
For Crows Nest the AARD report assessed there was a nil to low potential for archaeological
remains of Local significance to be present. The AMS has completed additional historic research
and concluded that there is potential for intact archaeological relics and features, related to three
nineteenth century houses, which could provide an insight into early settlement of the local area.
Some relevant basic research questions have been proposed and the proposed program would
include Testing and monitoring slab and overburden removal followed by open area salvage
excavation if intact remains are present. Day to day management would be undertaken by
Secondary Excavation Director, Kevin Hickson. It is noted that if the Heritage Act 1977 applied to
the archaeological work, the nominated Primary Excavation Director would be expected to be
present at the site and undertaking the work. A Clearance Certificate would be issued by the
Historic Primary Excavation Director (Jennie Lindbergh) for each site after investigations are
completed at that particular location.
The AMS for Crows Nest Station is considered generally appropriate.
Victoria Cross (North and South Station Sites)
For Victoria Cross the AARD report assessed there was a low to little potential for archaeological
remains of Local significance to be present at the southern Station site. Recommended mitigation
was for monitoring, possible test/salvage and an Unexpected Finds procedure. The northern station
site was not assessed by the AARD as the site has been moved under a subsequent project
Modification approval. The AMS has completed additional historic research and noted that the
Victoria Cross north site is now a vacant allotment covered in demolition debris, and the southern
site is almost entirely occupied by buildings with underground car parks to a depth of 5m-6m, except
for the shop at 187 Miller Street. An 1892 Plan, shows three wells or cisterns within the project
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footprint, of which the bases may survive below the basements and may contain artefact bearing
deposits.
The archaeological resource within the Victoria Cross south site, if present with good integrity would
have low-moderate research potential. For the north site, there may be remains of outbuildings,
cesspits, and wells/cisterns associated with the 1869 villa ‘Kedron’. These have the potential to
make a contribution to an understanding of the development of a mid-twentieth-century villa in
North Sydney and would be of Local significance.
Some relevant basic research questions have been proposed and the proposed program would
include Testing and monitoring slab and overburden removal followed by open area salvage
excavation if intact remains are present (considered unlikely). Day to day management would be
undertaken by Secondary Excavation Director Kevin Hickson. It is noted that this is a departure
from usual practice because if the Heritage Act 1977 applied to the archaeological work, the
nominated Primary Excavation Director would be expected to be present at the site and undertaking
the work. A Clearance Certificate would be issued by the Historic Primary Excavation Director
(Jennie Lindbergh) for each site after investigations are completed at that particular location.
The AMS for Victoria Cross is considered generally appropriate.
Page 38 appears to be in error in referring to Kedron as a mid-twentieth century villa.
Marrickville Dive Site
For Marrickville, the AARD report did not include an assessment of significance for the Marrickville
Dive site. Other project documents - the Heritage Impact Assessment considered that the area had
low to moderate potential to contain an archaeological resource able to reach the local significance
threshold. The recommended management was to implement the Unexpected Heritage Finds
Procedure.
The AMS has completed additional historic research and concluded that there is potential for
reclamation fills that may contain industrial waste possibly including bricks or pottery works items
(wasters) and information concerning the pre-reclamation environment of the Gumbramorra
Swamp. Such evidence would be of Local significance.
Some relevant site-specific research questions have been proposed and the proposed program
would include an Unexpected Heritage Finds Procedure with subsequent monitoring and sampling
of any significant deposits, if and when these are uncovered during works. Day to day management,
including monitoring of ground slab removals and excavation, would be undertaken by Secondary
Excavation Director, Kevin Hickson. A Clearance Certificate would be issued by the Historic
Primary Excavation Director (Jennie Lindbergh) for each site after investigations are completed at
that particular location.
The AMS for Marrickville Dive Site is considered generally appropriate, although it is again noted
that if the Heritage Act 1977 applied to the archaeological work, the nominated Primary Excavation
Director would be expected to be present at the site and undertaking the work.
Additional Comments
In reviewing the Conditions of Approval the Heritage Division has noted that Condition E17 requires
adherence to the AARD report as follows:
E17 The Archaeological Assessment Research Design Report (AARD) in the PIR must be implemented.
Final Archaeological Method Statements must be prepared in consultation with the Heritage Council
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of NSW (or its delegate) before commencement of archaeological excavation works. The final
methodology must:
(a) provide for the detailed analysis of any heritage items discovered during the investigations;
(b) include detailed site specific archaeological management and artefact management strategies;
(c) include cored soil samples for soil and pollen for the Pitt Street site within the Tank Stream Valley;
and
(d) provide for a sieving strategy.
It is noted that prior correspondence on the HHMP (emails dated 03 August 2017 and 11 October
2017) from the Heritage Division, OEH queried whether the AARD approved as part of the PIR for
the project requires amendment given the change in assessment and methodology for
archaeological works arising from completion of the AMS documents. It is still considered that DPE
needs to examine this issue in interpretation and management of the CoA for the SSI project.
It also appears that completion of additional research and revised assessment and findings through
the AMS documents may also have implications for other project consent Conditions. For example,
Condition E19 states the following:

E19 An Unexpected Heritage Finds Procedure must be prepared:
(a) to manage unexpected heritage finds in accordance with any guidelines and standards
prepared by the Heritage Council of NSW or OEH; and
(b) by a suitably qualified and experienced heritage specialist.
The procedure must be included in the AARD and must be implemented for the life of the
project.
It is unclear to OEH what the interplay is between an AARD that predicted little or no archaeology
and the completed AMS documents which now predict an increased survival of archaeological
‘relics’. It is currently unclear how an ‘Unexpected Find’ would now be defined in the light of
Condition E19. Again, OEH recommends that the interpretation of this Condition of Approval should
be referred to DPE by the TSE Contractor.
If you have any questions arising from this letter, please contact Dr Siobhan Lavelle OAM, Senior
Team Leader, Archaeological Heritage at the Heritage Division, Office of Environment and Heritage
on telephone (02) 9873 8546 or by email: siobhan.lavelle@environment.nsw.gov.au.
Yours sincerely

15 November 2017
Dr Thomas Richards
Acting Manager, Conservation
Heritage Division
Office of Environment & Heritage
As Delegate of the Heritage Council of NSW

cc. Lisa Mitchell DPE; Jennie Lindbergh AMBS; Ron Turner, Sydney Metro
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28 November 2017

Ref: 170108 Final AMS

Dear Stuart
RE: ER Endorsement of Final Archaeological Method Statements for Victoria Cross
Station; Crows Nest Station; Marrickville Dive and Chatswood Dive - Sydney Metro
City & Southwest
Thank you for providing the following documents for Environmental Representative
(ER) review and endorsement:








Sydney Metro, City & Southwest Archaeological Method Statement for
Victoria Cross Station prepared by AMBS Ecology & Heritage for John Holland
CPB Ghella Joint Venture Final November 2017 (Version 3), AMBS Reference:
16314 (DOC17/506441)
Sydney Metro, City & Southwest Archaeological Method Statement for
Chatswood Dive prepared by AMBS Ecology & Heritage for John Holland CPB
Ghella Joint Venture Final November 2017, AMBS Reference: 16314
(DOC17/506441 Version 3))
Sydney Metro, City & Southwest Archaeological Method Statement for Crows
Nest Station Prepared by AMBS Ecology & Heritage for John Holland CPB
Ghella Joint Venture Final November 2017, AMBS Reference: 16314
(DOC17/506441 Version 3)
Sydney Metro, City & Southwest Archaeological Method Statement for
Marrickville Dive Site prepared by AMBS Ecology & Heritage for John Holland
CPB Ghella Joint Venture Final November 2017 (Version 2), AMBS Reference:
16314 (DOC17/506441 Version 3)

The documents are required by the Condition of Approval E17 of the Sydney Metro
City & Southwest project (SSI – 15_7400 January 9 2017).
Earlier versions of the documents have been reviewed by the Heritage Division of the
Office of Environment and Heritage who provided a letter dated 15 November
noting that the AMSs are “considered generally appropriate”. Some minor errors
were identified by OEH and changes to address OEH comments have been made in
the Final documents.
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On the basis of the OEH letter, and following review of the documents, as an
approved ER for the Sydney Metro City &Southwest project, I consider the
referenced versions of the AMSs meets the requirements of Condition E17 and are
endorsed as required by Condition A24(d).
The Heritage Division letter (pages 3 and 4) notes some Additional Comments. This
endorsement is provided on the assumption that the comments from Heritage
Division are responded to by TSE and/or Sydney Metro with DPE.
Yours sincerely

Michael Woolley
Environmental Representative – Sydney Metro – City and South West
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